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Energy conversion during static flash of aqueous NaCl solution was newly analyzed with steam-carrying
effect taken into consideration. The energy converted into latent heat of flash steam was defined as used
energy, and its fraction in total released energy from unit mass of initial waterfilm was defined as energy
conversion efficiency (ECE), which varied between 0.023 and 0.991 in current experimental range. Results
also suggested that, first, ECE increased with rising initial temperature of waterfilm or with slowing down
flash speed, but it decreased with the increasing of superheat, or initial height, or initial concentration of
waterfilm. Third, both ECE and the used energy could be improved simultaneously by reducing superheat
and at the same time enlarging orifice diameter while keeping other initial parameters unchanged. At last
a calculation formula for ECE was proposed within acceptable error range.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Flash defines the phenomenon that superheated liquid quickly
evaporates when it is exposed to sudden pressure drop below its
saturation pressure. This violent evaporation significantly reduces
the temperature of the liquid and quickly generates massive flash
steam. In this paper, ‘‘flash’’ just stands for this sudden evaporation
from horizontal waterfilm. This kinds of flash can be further classi-
fied into circulatory flash or static flash according to whether the
waterfilm has horizontal velocity or not. During flash, the water-
film rolls fiercely and some liquid is entrained away by upward
flowing flash steam, which is defined as steam-carrying effect.
Thus, static flash is a complex process containing both heat and
mass transfer. Heat transfer is caused by evaporation only, while
mass transfer is caused by both evaporation and steam-carrying
effect. Flash has wide applications, such as energy recycle in geo-
thermal power plant [1], desalination [2], thin film deposition
and [3] so on. Therefore it is studied by scholars world-wide.

Miyatake et al. [4,5] studied static flash of pure water through
experiment with superheats varying between 3 and 5 K. Results
indicated that the temperature of waterfilm dropped quickly at
beginning, then slowly and finally equalized at certain value.
Therefore, they divided flash into fast evaporation stage and grad-
ual evaporation stage. Further, they also defined the saturation
temperature corresponding to final equilibrium pressure of flash
chamber as theoretical equilibrium temperature of waterfilm (Ts).
Upon this benchmark, they defined non-equilibrium fraction
(NEF, clearly discussed in Section 3.1.1) to measure and the degree
of completion for flash, and suggested that 1-NEF could be used to
evaluate energy conversion efficiency for flash. Results suggested
that higher superheat or lower initial height of waterfilm led flash
to take place faster and evaporate more completely. Saury et al. [6]
also examined static flash of pure water, but enlarged experimen-
tal range of superheat to between 1 and 35 K. Results suggested
that the sensible heat released during temperature drop of water-
film could be considered to all change into the latent heat of flash
steam. Saury et al. [7] also examined influence of depressurization
rate on evaporation and found that it had nearly nothing to do with
final evaporated mass. Kim [8] further examined static flash of
pure water and revealed several critical transition points in tem-
perature evolution of waterfilm. Studies on flash of aqueous NaCl
solution also turned up mainly for its application in desalination.
Gopalakrishna et al. [9] carried out static flash of aqueous NaCl
solution. Superheat ranged between 0.5 and 10 K, concentration
of NaCl between 0 and 0.035 (mass fraction). According to experi-
mental results, they proposed a formula for final evaporated mass.
Lu Liu et al. [10] performed experiments on flash of aqueous NaCl
droplet, and found the evaporation rate could be reduced by higher
concentration or ambient pressure.

In recent years, our research team also carried out a series of
experimental studies on static flash of both pure water [11] and
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Nomenclature

A cross-section area of flash chamber (m2)
Ausd area of Eusd in energy conversion diagram (–)
c specific heat (kJ kg�1 K�1)
D orifice diameter of throttle plate (mm)
e error (–)
ECE energy conversion efficiency (–)
Ett total released energy from unit mass of initial waterfilm

(kJ kg�1)
Eus usable energy contained in unit mass of initial waterfilm

(kJ kg�1)
Eusd used energy contained in unit mass of initial waterfilm

(kJ kg�1)
fm concentration (mass fraction) of aqueous NaCl solution (–)
FS flash speed (s�1)
h specific enthalpy (kJ kg�1)
H height of waterfilm (m)
hfg latent heat of vaporization (kJ kg�1)
Lcbu can-be-used loss in unit mass of initial waterfilm (kJ kg�1)
Lcnu cannot-be-used loss in unit mass of initial waterfilm

(kJ kg�1)
Ltt total energy loss in unit mass of initial waterfilm (kJ kg�1)
m mass (kg)
NEF non-equilibrium fraction (–)
p pressure (MPa)
t temperature (�C)
u specific internal energy (kJ kg�1)

Greek symbols
h boiling point elevation (�C)
DH height drop of waterfilm (m)
DT superheat (K)
q density (kg m�3)
s time (s)

Subscripts
0 start of flash
B aqueous NaCl solution (brine)
cal calculated value
dp dividing point between fast and gradual evaporation

stages
e equilibrium
exp experimental
fit fitting value
im integral mean
LST least slope tangent line
max maximum
r relative
rf reference
s saturated
sc steam-carrying
stm steam
tg tangent point
v vacuum chamber
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aqueous NaCl solution [12]. In our experiments, concentration of
waterfilm was enlarged into 0–0.15 (mass fraction), superheat into
1.7–53.9 K. It was found that the temperature evolution of water-
film in static flash was strongly analogous to that in classical model
of semi-infinite body after a temperature disturbance on its surface
had been imposed, thus error function was recruited to fit into NEF
evolution in static flash within acceptable error range. Static flash
at different flash speeds was also studied [13]. Flash speed was
defined as the mean drop rate of NEF during fast evaporation stage
(clearly discussed in Section 3.1.1). In experiments, different flash
speeds were generated by adding throttle orifice plate with differ-
ent orifice diameters (5–80 mm) between flash and vacuum cham-
bers. Results suggested that, first, shrinking orifice diameter was an
effective way to adjust flash speed. Second, increasing superheat
strengthened boiling heat transfer during fast evaporation stage,
but the increasing of initial height/concentration of waterfilm or
shrinking orifice diameter just did oppositely. It was also found
that the height drop of waterfilm measured in experiments was
always far greater than the theoretical height drop of waterfilm
calculated by heat balance, suggesting that steam-carrying effect
was ubiquitous in flash evaporation and the height drop of water-
film (or mass transfer) was caused by both evaporation and steam-
carrying effect [14]. Results further indicated that increasing
superheat, or initial height or initial concentration of waterfilm
intensified steam-carrying effect and increased height drop of
waterfilm, while shrinking orifice diameter greatly suppressed
steam-carrying effect and reduced the height drop. In light of force
analysis of single droplet submerged in upward flowing steam, a
calculation model for steam-carrying effect at different flash
speeds was set up [15]. Besides, Our research team also carried
out experimental studies on circulatory flash of both pure water
and aqueous NaCl solution [16,17] and compared their boiling heat
transfer properties with that of static flash [11]. An improvement
for custom MSF system was also proposed and analyzed [18].
Former works revealed basic mechanism of heat and mass
transfer during flash, but in their analysis, the energy released from
superheated waterfilm was considered to all changed into the
latent heat of flash steam. The energy loss induced by steam-
carrying effect was not considered. With the increasing of super-
heat or initial concentration of waterfilm, steam-carrying effect
was significantly intensified [15] and played a major role in mass
transfer, wasting considerable energy that cannot be neglected.

Therefore, this paper re-analyzes the composition of the
released energy during flash with steam-carrying effect taken into
consideration. The energy converted into latent heat of flash steam
is viewed as used energy and its fraction in the total released
energy from unit mass of initial waterfilm is defined as energy
conversion efficiency (ECE). This efficiency is measured through
experiment and its dependences on initial parameters are also ana-
lyzed with help of energy conversion diagram. At last, a calculation
formula for ECE is proposed within acceptable error range.
2. Experimental system and uncertainty analysis

2.1. Experimental system

Research in this paper is carried out on base of the same exper-
imental system (Fig. 1) and steps stated in our former works
[13,14]. The experimental system contains high and low pressure
part. High pressure part contains heater and flash chamber. The
flash chamber is a rectangular tank with cross section of
0.20 � 0.20 m and height of 0.50 m. To achieve visualization, its
front and rear faces are made of tempered glass, the other 4 faces
are made of stainless steel and are finely insulated by thick asbes-
tos layers. Low pressure part includes vacuum chamber, vacuum
pump and auxiliary condensing system. Two parts are connected
by electromagnetic valve with internal diameter is 80 mm. In order



Fig. 1. Experimental system for static flash of aqueous NaCl solution.
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to generate different flash speeds, four thin orifice plates with dif-
ferent orifice diameters (5, 10, 20, 40 mm) are respectively
installed at the inlet of electromagnetic valve (section A-A in
Fig. 1) to throttle flash steam. Combined with the state without ori-
fice plate, five different flow areas are available. The structure of
each component, information of measuring equipments, as well
as data processing have been introduced in detail in Ref. [13,14]
which are not repeated here.

In trials, aqueous NaCl solution was heated and filled into flash
chamber to required level. At the same time, auxiliary condensing
system and vacuum pump were turned on to reduced vacuum
chamber pressure to designed value. Then, the electromagnetic
valve was opened and flash took place suddenly. Meanwhile, tem-
perature of waterfilm, pressure of flash and vacuum chamber were
real-timely measured and stored. Initial and final equilibrium
height of waterfilm were monitored by a cathetometer attached
outside the front glass of flash chamber. After flash, remain liquid
was drained out and its concentration was measured by float
densimeter.
Table 1
Experimental range of main parameters and uncertainty analysis.

Parameter xx Experimental range Absolutely uncertainty dxx

T (�C) 46.5–132.4 0.2
H (m) 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30 5.0 � 10�4

fm 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15 5.0 � 10�4

s (s) 20–1000 0.0125
p (MPa) 8.68 � 10�3–0.213 1.13 � 10�3

DT (K) 2.0–43.8 0.2
NEF – –
ECE – –

a Pure water does not require concentration measurement.
2.2. Uncertainty analysis

The experimental ranges of main parameters and the uncer-
tainty analysis results for all directly and indirectly measured val-
ues are all listed in Table 1. The uncertainty analysis is carried out
according to method of constant odds—product form proposed by
Moffat [19].
3. Result and analysis

3.1. Energy conversion ratio (ECE)

In the energy released during flash, the part changing into the
latent heat of flash steam cannot only represent the strength of
flash boiling, but can also be utilized in industrial flash system
(e.g. multi-stage flash system). Therefore, the latent heat contained
in flash steam is defined as used energy in this paper, and energy
conversion efficiency (ECE) is defined as the fraction of the used
Minimal measured value xxmin Maximal uncertainty dxx/xxmin

46.5 4.30 � 10�3

0.10 0.005
0.05a 0.010
20 6.25 � 10�4

8.68 � 10�3 0.130
2 0.100
– 0.100
– 0.142
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energy in the total released energy from unit mass of initial water-
film. Its expression is deduced on basis of following concepts.

3.1.1. Basic concepts
Static flash is an unstable boiling, during which temperature of

waterfilm drops quickly at first, then slowly and finally equalizes at
certain value. Thus, theoretical equilibrium temperature of water-
film (tBse) is introduced as Eq. (1) to represent the lowest temper-
ature that waterfilm can reach in theory. In this formula, ts is
saturation temperature of pure water under final equilibrium pres-
sure of flash chamber (pfe) and h is boiling point elevation of aque-
ous NaCl solution.

tBse ¼ tsðpfeÞ þ hðtBe; f meÞ ð1Þ

On basis of tBse, superheat and non-equilibrium fraction (NEF)
are respectively defined as Eqs. (2) and (3) to represent maximum
temperature drop and measure completion degree of flash. Our for-
mer works [13] proposes fitting formula for NEF as Eq. (4) on basis
of experimental results.

DT ¼ tB0 � tBse ð2Þ

NEFðsÞ ¼ tBðsÞ � tBse

tB0 � tBse
¼ tBðsÞ � tBse

DT
ð3Þ

NEFðsÞ ¼ erf
H0

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qBcB

ks

r� �a2
" #

ð4Þ

where k ¼ 1:106 DTH0

D2

� ��0:535
expð�1:603f m0Þ, and a2 ¼ 0:0011þ

0:3400 ln DT þ 0:0202D� 0:0002D2.
As shown in Fig. 2, flash can be divided into fast evaporation

stage and gradual evaporation stage [13] due to the distinctly dif-
ferent decreasing rates of NEF at the beginning and the end of flash.
Ref. [13,15] defines the dividing time (sdp) of two stages as the
intersection of horizontal line NEF = 0 and the least slope tangent
along curve of NEF (point B in Fig. 2), The duration of fast evapora-
tion stage [0, sdp] is defined as flash duration time. In light of above
NEF fitting formula, the dividing time can be computed by Eq. (5)
[13].

sdp ¼ stg;LST �
NEFðstg;LSTÞ
NEF 0ðstg;LSTÞ

ð5Þ

where stg;LST ¼ b�1
2a2b

� � 1
2b
;a ¼ H0

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
qcp

k

q� �a2

;b ¼ � a2
2 , and NEF 0ðsÞ ¼

2ffiffiffi
p
p abe�a2s2b sb�1.
Fig. 2. Dividing time between fast evaporation stage (FES) and gradual evaporation
stage (GES).
NEF represents the completion degree of flash, but it drops non-
linearly with time. In order to measure the overall level of comple-
tion speed of flash, flash speed (FS) is introduced and defined as
mean drop rate of NEF during flash duration time [0, sdp] as Eq.
(6) [13]. Considering NEF is dimensionless, so the unit of FS is ‘‘s�1’’.

FS ¼ 1� NEFdp

sdp
ð6Þ

Here and in following calculation, the reference temperature
and concentration are respectively defined as Eqs. (7) and (8),
according to which thermo-properties data of aqueous NaCl solu-
tion are cited from Refs. [20,21].

trf ¼
1
2
ðtB0 þ tBseÞ ð7Þ

f mrf ¼
1
2
ðf m0 þ f meÞ ð8Þ
3.1.2. Expression of ECE
As shown in Fig. 1, waterfilm is selected as control volume to

analyze energy conversion during flash because phase-change
takes place within it. The mass transfer during flash is caused by
both evaporation and steam-carrying effect according to Ref.
[14,15], therefore, mass decrease of waterfilm can be expressed
as Eq. (9).

�dmB ¼ dmstm þ dmsc ð9Þ

If heat loss through wall of flash chamber is neglected, energy
balance for this control volume can be expressed as Eq. (10). Fur-
ther assuming that the liquid and steam keep saturated during
flash, the enthalpy of flash steam can be expressed as Eq. (11).
Substituting it as well as Eq. (9) into Eq. (10), energy balance is
expanded as Eq. (12). In this formula, left side is total released
energy in the differential process; first item at right side (behind
first equal sign) is the energy that has been used; the second item
is the liquid enthalpy still contained within flash steam after its
condensation; the third item is the energy that is taken out of con-
trol volume by entrained liquid due to steam-carrying effect.
Because the second and third items do not take part in phase-
change during flash, thus they are combined together (second term
behind second equal sign) and viewed as unused energy, or energy
loss.

0 ¼ dðmBuBÞ þ hstmdmstm þ hBdmsc ð10Þ

hstm ¼ hB þ hfg ð11Þ

�dðmBuBÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
total released
energy

¼ hfgdmstm|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
used energy

þ hBdmstm|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
liquid enthalpy

contained
in steam

þ hBdmsc|fflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflffl}
energy contained

by be�carried
liquid

¼ hfgdmstm|fflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflffl}
used energy

�hBdmB|fflfflffl{zfflfflffl}
unused
energy

ð12Þ

If choose theoretical equilibrium temperature of waterfilm (tBse,
Eq. (1)) as benchmark to measure energy change and further
neglect difference between liquid’s specific heat at constant pres-
sure and that at constant volume, specific internal energy and
enthalpy of aqueous NaCl solution can be expressed as Eq. (13),
by which energy balance Eq. (12) is expanded as Eq. (14). In this
formula, the density (qB) and specific heat (cB) of aqueous NaCl
solution, as well as the latent heat (hfg) of steam are function of
temperature (tB) and concentration (fm) of waterfilm, both of which
change during flash. The relative changes of qB, cB, hfg in each flash
are computed and their variation ranges in current experiment are
listed in Table 2. It suggests that the relative variations of the three
properties during flash are no more than 5% and therefore can be



Table 2
Relative variation of thermo-properties during flash in current experimental
range.

Thermo-properties Relative variation

qBdp�qB0
qB0

1.23 � 10�4 � 0.033
cBdp�cB0

cB0
�0.026–0.044

hfg;dp�hfg;0

hfg;0

2.32 � 10�4 � 0.047

Fig. 3. Flash process ph
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approximately viewed as constant. Their values are also cited from
Refs. [20,21] through reference temperature and concentration
defined as Eqs. (7) and (8).

u ¼ h ¼ cBðtB � tBseÞ ð13Þ

�d½qBAHcBðtB � tBseÞ� ¼ hfgdmstm � cBðtB � tBseÞdðqBAHÞ ð14Þ

Now that thermo-properties are independent of temperature,
the energy conversion during entire flash duration time can be
deduced as Eq. (15) by integral Eq. (14) during [0, sdp]. Average
its both sides into the mass of initial waterfilm (Eq. (16)), Eq.
(17) is reached. Then, energy conversion efficiency (ECE) can be
expressed as Eq. (18).

qBAcB½H0ðtB0 � tBseÞ � HdpðtBdp � tBseÞ�

¼ hfgmstm � qBAcB

Z sdp

0
½tBðsÞ � tBse�dH ð15Þ

m0 ¼ qBAH0 ð16Þ

cB½ðtB0 � tBseÞ � HdprðtBdp � tBseÞ� ¼
hfgmstm

qBAH0
� cB

Z sdp

0
½tBðsÞ � tBse�dHr

ð17Þ

where Hr ¼ H
H0

.

ECE ¼ 1� �
R sdp

0 ½tBðsÞ � tBse�dHr

ðtB0 � tBseÞ � HdprðtBdp � tBseÞ

¼ 1�
�
R sdp

0 ½tBðsÞ � tBse� dHr
ds ds

ðtB0 � tBseÞ � HdprðtBdp � tBseÞ
ð18Þ

In experiments, tB is real-timely measured, but the height of
waterfilm cannot be. Fig. 3 displays photo of flash taken by high
speed camera and suggests that flash steam has no time to diffuse
out of waterfilm during flash, but fully blends with liquid to form
foam-like mixture, expanding upward in flash chamber at first
and then falling back. The height of waterfilm (liquid height) can-
not be measured until flash steam completely diffuses out and
otos tak
waterfilm returns equilibrium after flash. Therefore, the instanta-
neous variation rate of the relative height of waterfilm (dHr/ds)
in Eq. (18) has to be approximately replaced by its mean drop rate
during [0, sdp] as Eq. (19). Substituting it as well as NEF’s definition
(Eq. (3)) into Eq. (18), ECE is greatly simplified as Eq. (20) in which
NEFim is the integral mean value of NEF. In following discussion,
subscript ‘‘im’’ stands for the integral average of variable during
[0, sdp].

dHr

ds
� �DHr

sdp
ð19Þ
ECE ¼ 1��
R sdp

0 NEF � dHr

1� HdprNEFdp
� 1�

DHr
1

sdp

R sdp
0 NEF � ds

1� ð1� DHrÞ � NEFdp

¼ 1� DHr � NEFim

1� NEFdp þ DHrNEFdp
ð20Þ

where NEFim ¼ 1
sdp

R sdp
0 NEF � ds

In Eq. (20), the relative height drop of waterfilm (DHr) reflects
the strength of mass transfer during flash. While NEFdp reflects
the strength of boiling heat transfer because boiling or evaporation
is the only reason leads NEF to reduce. NEFim reflects the decay pro-
cess of boiling intensity. Eq. (20) indicates that ECE depends not
only on the relative strength between heat and mass transfer dur-
ing flash, but also on the specific decaying process of heat transfer
intensity. In other words, it cannot evaluate energy conversion effi-
ciency by NEF only.

In this paper, Eq. (20) is used as measurement formula for ECE.
Based upon experimental data, ECE varies between 0.023 and 0.991
in current range. Besides, our former works [14,15] set up calcula-
tion model for steam-carrying effect and proposes calculation for-
mula for height drop of waterfilm as Eq. (21). Combined with
above fitting formula for NEF (Eq. (4)), ECE can also be directly cal-
culated by Eq. (22).

DHcal ¼ H0 �
cBDT

hfg
� ð1� NEFdpÞ 1þ C � q4

B

q3
stm
� H0 �

cBDT
hfg
� FS

� �6
" #

ð21Þ

where ln C ¼ b1 þ b2DT � 27:6204 expð�DT0:5Þ þ 10:3227 ln H0þ
13:287f m0; and b1 ¼ 0:002D2 � 0:5043Dþ 62:083, b2 is listed in
Table 1 of Ref. [15].

ECEcal ¼ 1� DHcalr � NEFim

1� ð1� DHcalrÞ � NEFdp
ð22Þ

where DHcalr ¼ DHcal
H0

.

en by high-speed camera.
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3.1.3. Energy conversion diagram
Fig. 4 displays evolution of NEF versus relative height of water-

film (Hr). During flash, both NEF and Hr decrease from 1 at start
point O to NEFdp and Hdpr respectively at finishing point G. Besides,
this figure also displays the composition of released energy from
unit mass of initial waterfilm by reshaping ECE (expression behind
first equal sign in Eq. (20)) as Eq. (23).

ECE ¼ 1�

�
Z sdp

0
NEF � dHr|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Ltt ;total energy loss

1� HdprNEFdp|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Ett ; total
released energy

¼ 1�

�
Z sdp

0
ðNEF � NEFdpÞ � dHr|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

Lcbu ; loss contains usable energy

þ DHr � NEFdp|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Lcnu ; loss
cannot be used

ð1� NEFdpÞ|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Eus ; energy can be used

þ DHr � NEFdp|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
Lcnu ; loss
cannot be used

ð23Þ

The denominator in Eq. (23) equals to the area OBCGEFO in
Fig. 4, which represents total released energy (Ett) from unit mass
of initial waterfilm during flash. Ett contains 3 parts, such as
ABCGA, OAGO and OGEFO.

Part ABCGA equals to second term in numerator (or denomina-
tor) behind second equal sign in Eq. (23). It represents the propor-
tion below temperature of waterfilm at finishing point (tBdp) in the
energy taken away by mass transfer (includes flash steam and
entrained liquid). Thus, this part of energy cannot be used during
flash and is named as cannot-be-used loss (Lcnu). While part OAGO
equals to the first term in numerator behind second equal sign. It
reflects the proportion above tBdp in the energy taken away by mass
transfer. Thus OAGO represents the usable energy that can be used
but has not been used during flash, and is named as can-be-used
loss (Lcbu). The sum of Lcnu and Lcbu (OBCGO) equals to the numer-
ator behind first equal sign and they make up the total energy loss
(Ltt) during flash.

Except Ltt, the remain part of Ett (OGEFO) represents the energy
changed into latent heat of flash steam, or the used energy (Eusd) in
unit mass of initial waterfilm. The sum of Lcbu and Eusd (OAEF)
equals to first term in denominator behind second equal sign and
represents the maximum usable energy (Eus) during flash.

In brief, Ett in flash converts into three parts, such as Eusd, Lcbu

and Lcnu. Among them, Ett and Lcnu depend only on the location of
finishing point, but Eusd, Lcbu also depend on specific evolution
Fig. 4. Energy conversion diagram.
process of NEF versus Hr (shape of curve OG) during flash. There-
fore, figure of NEF-Hr is recruited as energy conversion diagram
for flash.

3.2. Dependence of ECE on initial parameters

Changing of initial parameters, such as initial temperature of
waterfilm, superheat, initial concentration of waterfilm, initial
height of waterfilm, as well as orifice diameter, will influence ECE
through changing the location of G and shape of curve OG in
energy conversion diagram, with which their detail influences
are discussed as below.

3.2.1. Dependences on superheat and orifice diameter
Fig. 5 displays ECE versus superheat under different orifice

diameters (D). It suggests that ECE decreases with rising superheat.
Because our former works [13,15] concludes that increasing super-
heat does not only reduce NEFdp, but also increases DHr, or reduces
Hdpr through strengthening both evaporation and steam-carrying
effect. Taking D = 80 mm in Fig. 5 for example, when superheat is
increased from 15 to 30 K (from G1 to G2 in Fig. 5), NEFdp drops
only from 0.285 to 0.280, but DHdp greatly increases from 0.2093
to 0.6305. So as shown in energy conversion diagram Fig. 6,
increasing superheat moves finishing point lower leftward from
G1 to G2, which definitely increases total released energy (Ett).
But at same time, the drop speed of NEF with reducing Hr becomes
more slowly, which makes area OBC2G2O is larger than OBC1G1O,
therefore increases the total energy loss (Ltt). According to Eq. (20),
above variations increase NEFim from 0.741 to 0.748, making Ltt

increase 203%, but Ett only increase 15.8%, so eventually leads
ECE to reduce. This result indicates that although increasing super-
heat strengthens evaporation, the strengthening effect is weaker
than that on steam-carrying effect, leading the majority of the
increment of total released energy to be directly wasted by
strengthened mass transfer without taking part in boiling heat
transfer.

Fig. 5 also displays that, under same superheat, ECE significantly
increases with decreasing D when it is shrunk from 80 to 20 mm,
but the increment becomes unobviously when it is further shrunk
from 10 to 5 mm. This result could also be explained with the help
of Fig. 6. Previous works [13] suggest that shrinking D increases
NEFdp, and at the same time significantly reduces relative height
drop of waterfilm by suppressing steam-carrying effect. Taking
DT = 15 K in Fig. 5 for example, shrinking D from 80 to 20 mm
Fig. 5. ECE versus superheat under different orifice diameters.



Fig. 6. Influences of increasing superheat or shrinking orifice diameter on energy
conversion diagram.

Fig. 7. ECE versus superheat under different initial temperatures of waterfilm.

Fig. 8. Relative height drop of waterfilm versus superheat under different initial
temperatures of waterfilm.
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(G1 to G3) leads NEFdp to increase from 0.285 to 0.418, leads Hr to
significantly increase from 0.791 to 0.930, and therefore makes fin-
ishing point in energy conversion diagram move upper rightward
from G1 to G3, which definitely reduces total released energy
(Ett). But at the same time, the drop of NEF versus reducing Hr

becomes steeper, leading the area of total energy loss (Ltt) also to
shrink from OBC1G1O to OBC3G3O. According to Eq. (20), above
variation reduces Ltt and Ett respectively for 69.4% and 21.1%, thus
makes ECE eventually increase, but at the same time reduces the
used energy (Eusd) for 9%. When D is further reduced, the increment
of NEFdp and Hr is unobvious. Also taking DT = 15 K in Fig. 5 for
example, when D is reduced from 10 to 5 mm, NEFdp only increases
from 0.459 to 0.482 and Hr only increases from 0.972 to 0.978,
which makes the finishing point as well as shape of curve OG have
no obvious variation, and therefore makes ECE nearly does not
change. In other words, it is at the cost of reducing used energy
that shrinking orifice diameter improves ECE, but the improvement
becomes weaker when orifice diameter is further shrunk smaller.

Our former works concludes that variation of flash speed
mainly depends on orifice diameter [13]. Shrinking orifice diame-
ter reduces flash speed more significantly than adjusting any other
initial parameters. Therefore, above result can be also expressed as
that, slowing down flash speed by shrinking orifice diameter
improves energy conversion efficiency.

3.2.2. Dependence on initial temperature of waterfilm
Fig. 7 displays ECE versus superheat under different initial tem-

peratures of waterfilm (tB0). It suggests that ECE increases with ris-
ing tB0 under same superheat.

Because increasing tB0 reduces qB/qstm, and according to the
model of steam-carrying effect [15], this reduction minimizes
mean steam speed during flash, which is viewed as the driving
force for steam-carrying effect. Therefore increasing tB0 eventually
leads relative height drop of waterfilm to decrease. This is testified
by experimental result shown in Fig. 8 and matches well with cal-
culated result of Eq. (21).

Taking DT = 25 K in Fig. 7 for example, after increasing tB0 from
85 to 96 �C (G1 to G2), DHr drops from 0.631 to 0.228. Combined
with previous conclusion that tB0 has nearly no influence on NEFdp,
the finishing point in energy conversion diagram (Fig. 9) moves
horizontally rightward from G1 to G2. Evidently, area of usable
energy does not change, but that of total released energy (Ett)
decreases for G2C2C1G1G2. While the area of total energy loss
(Ltt) decreases for area of OG2C2C1G1O, which is far larger than
the reduction of Ett, therefore, finally making both ECE and Eusd

increase. This result indicates that it is through greatly suppressing
steam-carrying effect that rising initial temperature of waterfilm
utilizes more usable energy and improves ECE.
3.2.3. Dependences on initial concentration/height of waterfilm
Fig. 10 displays that ECE slightly decreases with increasing ini-

tial concentration of waterfilm (fm0). Previous works [13,15] con-
cludes that NEFdp is almost independent on fm0, but rising fm0

increases relative height drop of waterfilm (DHr) through strength-
ening steam-carrying effect. Taking H0 = 0.1 m in Fig. 10 for exam-
ple, rising fm0 from 0 to 0.1 (G1 to G2) increases DHr from 0.234 to
0.255, and moves the finishing point in energy conversion diagram
(Fig. 11) horizontally leftward from G1 to G2. This variation does
not change the area of total usable energy (Eus, OAEF), but enlarges
the area of total released energy (Ett) for G1C1C2G2, which is smal-
ler than the increment of the total energy loss (Ltt) that equals to



Fig. 12. Relative error between calculated and experimental ECE in current
experimental range.

Fig. 11. Influence of increasing initial height of waterfilm or concentration on
energy conversion diagram.

Fig. 9. Influence of increasing initial height of waterfilm on energy conversion
diagram.

Fig. 10. ECE versus initial concentration of waterfilm under different initial heights
of waterfilm.
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OG1C1C2G2O, therefore eventually reduces both ECE and used
energy (Eusd, shrinks from OG1EFO to OG2EFO).

Fig. 10 also suggests that under same fm0, ECE drops with rising
initial height of waterfilm (H0). Previous works find that rising H0

cannot only increases relative height drop of waterfilm (DH)
through strengthening steam-carrying effect, but can also rising
NEFdp. Taking fm0 = 0 in Fig. 10 for example, rising H0 from 0.1 to
0.3 m raises NEFdp from 0.280 to 0.282, but the increment is negli-
gible compared with the rising of DHr from 0.234 to 0.695. So in
energy conversion diagram, finishing point can also be considered
to move horizontally leftward from G1 to G3. Similarly as that of
increasing fm0, this motion increases Ltt much more than that of
Ett, leading both ECE and Eusd to reduce.

These results indicate that rising initial height or initial concen-
tration of waterfilm does not enlarge total usable energy, but
wastes a lot of can-be-used energy through strengthening mass
transfer.

Besides, solid lines in above Figs. 5, 7 and 10 suggest that calcu-
lated ECE matches well with experimental result. Fig. 12 further
displays that 93% of the relative errors between calculated and
experimental ECE in current experimental ranges fall in the range
of ±30%.

3.3. Improvement of ECE and quantity of used energy

Except of ECE, the quantity of used energy from unit mass of ini-
tial waterfilm (Eusd) is also an important indicator for industrial



Fig. 13. Variation of ECE and Eusd by changing superheat and orifice diameter.
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flash system. Above discussion suggests that the variations of ECE
and Eusd by adjusting initial parameters does not always change
in the same direction. The way to improve both ECE and Eusd can
also be analyzed with help of Eq. (4), Eq. (21) and following Eq.
(24), which expresses the area of Eusd in energy conversion diagram
(OGEFO). Ausd is a dimensionless variable, because both the hori-
zontal and vertical coordinates of energy conversion diagram are
dimensionless.

Ausd ¼ ECEcal½1� ð1� DHcalrÞ � NEFdp� ð24Þ

Fig. 13 displays the energy conversion diagram of a flash. If keep
its initial temperature (tB0), initial height (H0) and initial concentra-
tion (fm0) of waterfilm as constant, only adjust superheat during 5–
32 K and orifice diameter during 5–80 mm (within current exper-
imental range), its finishing point G would change within the
shaded area. This shaded area can be divided into part 1–4. Eusd will
increases if finish point G falls into part 2 and 3, while ECE will
increases if finishing point G falls into part 3 and 4. The intersec-
tion area part 3 is the ideal range where both ECE and Eusd would
increase. Contours for Eusd and ECE in part 3 further indicate that
ECE increases with finishing point moving nearly horizontally
rightward, while Ausd (or Eusd) increases with finishing point mov-
ing lower rightward. Thus, lower rightmost vertex G2 is the most
ideal finishing point for flash with both maximum Eusd and ECE.
It can be reached by reducing superheat from 16.1 K at G to 5 K
at G1, and at the same time enlarging orifice diameter from 20 to
80 mm. This result suggests that ECE and Eusd can be improved
simultaneously by reducing superheat and enlarging orifice diam-
eter while keeping other initial parameters unchanged.
4. Conclusion

Experimental study on energy conversion efficiency during sta-
tic flash of aqueous NaCl solution was carried out on basis of exper-
imental system introduced in our former works [13,14]. The
experimental range of main parameters were listed in Table 1.

Figure of NEF evolution versus relative height of waterfilm (Hr)
as Fig. 4 displayed the conversion of released energy (Ett) from unit
mass of initial waterfilm during flash and thus was recruited as
energy conversion diagram. This diagram suggested that Ett

converted into three parts during flash, such as used energy
(Eusd, the energy converted into the latent heat of flash steam),
can-be-used energy loss (Lcbu), and cannot-be-used energy loss
(Lcnb). The first two made up total usable energy (Eus), while the last
two made up the total energy loss (Ltt). The value of Ett and Lcnu

depended only on the temperature drop and height drop of water-
film during flash, but Eusd, Lcbu also depended on the specific decay-
ing process of temperature/height of waterfilm during flash.

The fraction of Eusd in Ett is defined as energy conversion effi-
ciency (ECE). Its measurement formula was deduced as Eq. (20)
according to the first law of thermodynamics. In current experi-
mental range, ECE varied between 0.023 and 0.991.

There were 5 initial parameters whose influences on ECE were
analyzed, including initial temperature (tB0), initial height (H0), ini-
tial concentration (fm0) of waterfilm, superheat (DT) as well as ori-
fice diameter (D) of throttle plate. Results suggested that, first,
increasing DT moved the finishing point of flash lower leftward
in energy conversion diagram, enlarging Ett but reducing ECE.
Oppositely, slowing down flash speed (FS) by shrinking D moved
the finishing point upper rightward, reducing Ett but enhancing
ECE. Second, adjusting tB0, or H0, or fm0 made the finishing point
move horizontally in energy conversion diagram, thus did not
change quantity of Eus. Specifically, increasing tB0 moved the finish-
ing point rightward horizontally, and thus increased both Eusd and
ECE. Oppositely, increasing H0 or fm0 moved the fishing point left-
ward horizontally and reduced both Eusd and ECE. Third, the change
of Eusd and ECE were not always in the same direction, but they
could be simultaneously improved by reducing superheat and at
the same time enlarging orifice diameter while keeping other ini-
tial parameters unchanged.

At last, on basis of fitting formula for NEF (Eq. (4)) and calcula-
tion formula for height drop of waterfilm (Eq. (21)) suggested in
our former works [13,15], a calculation formula for ECE was pro-
posed within acceptable error range.

This paper studies energy conversion on basis of the first law of
thermodynamics. Entropy analysis for static flash of aqueous NaCl
solution on basis of the second law of thermodynamics is under
way now.
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